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NOTES ON NOTATION
Given the highly chromatic nature of this music, I have adopted the following conventions for the notation of
accidentals. Accidentals apply throughout a bar, however they are repeated as a precaution in brackets unless
they reoccur within a single beamed grouping. An accidental applies only to a given pitch, not to the octave
above or below, but again a reminder of this is shown in brackets. Cautionary cancelling accidentals (again in
brackets) are also liberally used in the successive bar to ensure clarity.
First performed in March 1982, in the Great Hall, University of Lancaster, by students of the music
department, conducted by the composer.

DURATION
6 to 7 minutes.

…‘How Great, How Fall’n’ created a lot of interest from both audience and performers alike. [It] was exactly the type of new music that JAM prides
itself on supporting…
Edward Armitage, Chairman John Armitage Memorial Concert Series 2004

…An idiosyncratic blend of stylistic types- Gamelan/folk…the music comes across vividly…
SPNM Reading panel ‘Dolya Nash Krai’
…‘How Great, How Fall’n’ created a lot of interest from both audience and performers alike. [It] was exactly the type of new music that JAM
prides itself on supporting…
Edward Armitage, Chairman John Armitage Memorial Concert Series 2004
…An idiosyncratic blend of stylistic types- Gamelan/folk…the music comes across vividly…
SPNM Reading panel ‘Dolya Nash Krai’
...‘Playfall’ is a mature and powerful work, able to portray the dark shadows of loss that can unexpectedly creep into even the most joyful
moments in life...
Dance Europe
...‘Night Walking’ impressed me because it combined lightness and warmth. Here was proof that contemporary music can succeed on all fronts;
it required concentration but was also exhilarating....
Artistic Director SPNM 1997
...‘Another Kind of Air’ is courageous in its simplicity and deserves to be heard...The sharp focus of the thematic material combines with the
transparent medium to make for a piece that proclaims an unambiguous space...
SPNM Reading panel
...This is lovely music for dance and it develops in a delightful way... I particularly liked the pizzicato section...
(composer Howard Skempton) ‘Life Before Birth’
...The piano command is impressive... the pieces make a satisfying arch in terms of mood...
SPNM Reading panel, ‘Then Again...’
...‘Triaphony’ showed competence in the handling of a difficult medium... the climax to the third movement was highly effective...
Cambridge Evening Telegraph
...Best has previously written, with verve, for traditional forces... [‘Cue-Play-Review’] seemed so clearly bound up with human responses... but
the finale to this concert was his electronic tape ‘From Steel to Stone’. In the darkened studio, its shifting layers made a shapely and animating
effect.
Nottingham Evening Post
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